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A DSL for finite state machines (FSMs)

2 2 Story of a language

turnstile (hub or spider) and insert their valid ticket into the turnstile’s card
reader, when they want to reach the platform in a legal manner. The Acme
architects and the customer agree on the basic functionality for turnstiles in
a meeting, where they draw an FSM on the whiteboard.

Illustration 2.1 (A turnstile FSM in visual notation on the whiteboard).

n

FSML (its visual notation) is quickly explained with the example at hand.
Finite state machines comprise of states (nodes) and transitions (edges). The
initial state of the machine is indicated through the bolder border. There are
these states in the example:

locked The turnstile is locked. No passenger is allowed to pass.
unlocked The turnstile is unlocked. A passenger may pass.
exception A problem has occurred and metro personnel needs to intervene.

Each transition connects two states and is annotated by two parts e/a, an
event e and an action a, where the latter is optional. The event may be
triggered by a user or a sensor. An event causes a transition. The action
corresponds to functionality to be performed or an actor to be addressed
upon transition. Transitions are directed. The source of a transition is the
source state; the target of a transition is the target state. The turnstile FSM
involves these events:

Imagine the FSM 
language (FSML) to 
have started on the 
black/whiteboard a 

long time ago.

A FSM for a ‘turnstile’ 
in a metro system
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Concepts of FSML 
 illustrated for  
the turnstile FSM
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2.1 Language concepts 3

ticket A passenger inserts a ticket into the card reader.
pass A passenger passes the turnstile as noticed by a sensor.
mute Metro personnel turns o� alarm after exception.
release Metro personnel turns on normal operation again.

The turnstile FSM involves these actions:

collect The ticket is collected by the card reader.
eject The ticket is ejected by the card reader.
alarm An alarm is turned on and metro personnel is requested.

Based on such understanding of states, events, and actions, the meaning of the
di�erent transitions in Illustration 2.1 should be obvious by now. Consider, for
example, the transition from source state ‘locked’ to target state ‘unlocked’,
which is annotated by ‘ticket/collect’ to mean that the transition is triggered
by the event of inserting a ticket and the transition causes the action of
collecting the ticket.

The idea is now that architects and customers can validate their intuitions
about turnstiles by starting from some input (a sequence of events) and
determine the corresponding output (a sequence of actions).

Illustration 2.2 (Sample input for the turnstile FSM).
The input is a sequence of the following events:

ticket A ticket is inserted. (The turnstile is unlocked, thus.)
ticket Another ticket is inserted. (The superflous ticket is ejected.)
pass Someone passes the turnstile. (This is Ok.)
pass Someone passes the turnstile. (This triggers alarm.)
ticket A ticket is inserted. (The ticket is ejected in the exceptional state.)
mute The alarm is muted.
release Metro personnel switches back to normal.

n

Illustration 2.3 (Sample output for the sample input of Illustration 2.2).
The output is a sequence of the following actions:

collect The inserted ticket is collected.
eject A ticket inserted in unlocked state is ejected.
alarm An attempt to pass in locked state triggers alarm.
eject A ticket inserted in the exceptional state is ejected.

n
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It turns out that the required visualization is relatively straightforward,
but it actually provides a good example for demonstrating and revisiting
some of the DSL concepts discussed earlier.

The Acme engineer in charge decided that visualization should be based on
the popular Graphviz software.11 Graphviz processes input which conforms
to the so-called DOT language with language elements for describing graphs
in terms of nodes and edges as well as various attributes that control details of
appearance. As FSMs are essentially also just node- and edge-labeled graphs,
the visualization functionality can be expected to be straightforward.

Illustration 2.33 (DOT representation of turnstile representation).
DOT resource languages/FSML/Python/dot/sample.dot

digraph {
graph [nodesep=0.5,

rankdir=LR,
title="Sample FSM"

];
exception [shape=ellipse];
exception ≠> exception [label="ticket/eject"];
exception ≠> exception [label=pass];
exception ≠> exception [label=mute];
locked [shape=ellipse,

style=filled];
exception ≠> locked [label=release];
locked ≠> exception [label="pass/alarm"];
unlocked [shape=ellipse];
locked ≠> unlocked [label="ticket/collect"];
unlocked ≠> locked [label=pass];
unlocked ≠> unlocked [label="ticket/eject"];

}
n

11 http://www.graphviz.org/

e/a

e/a
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Semantics (I/O behavior) of FSML 
illustrated for the turnstile FSM

Input (= sequence of events)
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•  External DSL: 

 Designated parser, checker, interpreter, compiler 

•  Internal DSL: 

 Implementation as library using host language features

DSL implementation in different ‘styles’

N.B.: This is a gross oversimplification.  
There are options or hybrids using extensible languages, extensible 
compilers, metaprogramming systems, and language workbenches.

Our focus for now!
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We are going to do here …

Internal DSL style 

with           and                     libraries

N.B.: If we were using C++, Scheme, Haskell, or others for internal DSL 
implementation, additional or different techniques could or should be 

leveraged, e.g., operator overloading, macros, or templates.
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4 2 Story of a language

2.2 Internal DSL

Over the years, the Acme engineers increasingly appreciated the FSM lan-
guage. There was growing interest in developing FSMs as proper software
engineering artifacts, as opposed to simply passing down whiteboard draw-
ings from architects to developers.

All kinds of DSL implementation e�orts sparked o� within the company.
One engineer implemented FSML as an internal DSL [Fow10, VBD+13,
Erd13, Ren10]. In this manner, a machine-checked and executable notation
for FSMs was obtained.

In the internal style of DSL implementation, DSL programs are represented
and their behavior is implemented in a host language. The idea is that the
language concepts of the DSL are implemented in a library and the DSL
programmer is provided with an API for manipulating DSL programs. We
demonstrate the use of Java and Python as host language for FSML. We
should mention that details of internal DSL style depend significantly on
the host language. If we were using C++, Scheme, Haskell, or others as host
language, additional or di�erent techniques could or should be leveraged, e.g.,
operator overloading, macros, or templates.

2.2.1 Baseline object model

Let us begin with a very simple object model for FSML with setters and
getters. There are classes Fsm, State, and Transition for representations of FSMs,
states, and transitions, then the Java code for FSM construction may take
this form:

Illustration 2.4 (Imperative style of constructing FSML objects).
Java source code org/softlang/fsml/ImperativeSample.java

turnstile = new Fsm();
State s = new State();
s.setStateid("locked");
s.setInitial(true);
turnstile.getStates().add(s);
s = new State();
s.setStateid("unlocked");
turnstile.getStates().add(s);
s = new State();
s.setStateid("exception");
turnstile.getStates().add(s);
Transition t = new Transition();
t.setSource("locked");
t.setEvent("ticket");
t.setAction("collect");
2.2 Internal DSL 5

t.setTarget("unlocked");
turnstile.getTransitions().add(t);
t = new Transition();
... add more transitions ...

n

That is, various objects are to be constructed and initialized with setters.
This style may be slightly improved, if functional constructors were set up
systematically.

Illustration 2.5 (Functional constructors or FSML objects).
Java source code org/softlang/fsml/FunctionalSample.java

turnstile = new Fsm();
turnstile.getStates().add(new State("locked", true));
turnstile.getStates().add(new State("unlocked"));
turnstile.getStates().add(new State("exception"));
turnstile.getTransitions().add(new Transition("locked", "ticket", "collect", "unlocked"));
turnstile.getTransitions().add(new Transition("locked", "pass", "alarm", "exception"));
... add more transitions ...

n

The code is still littered by object construction, container manipulation,
and the repetition of source states for transitions. We will discuss below how
a more ‘fluent’ can be set up. Let us first implement the simple baseline object
model.

Illustration 2.6 (Object model with functional constructors).

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/Fsm.java

public class Fsm {
private List<State> states = new LinkedList<>();
private List<Transition> transitions = new LinkedList<>();
public List<State> getStates() { return states; }
public List<Transition> getTransitions() { return transitions; }

}

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/State.java

public class State {
private String id;
private boolean initial;
public String getStateid() { return id; }
public void setStateid(String state) { this.id = state; }
public boolean isInitial() { return initial; }
public void setInitial(boolean initial) { this.initial = initial; }
public State() { }
public State(String id) { this.id = id; }
public State(String id, boolean initial) { this.id = id; this.initial = initial; }

}

‘Imperative’ 
Java API

N.B.: Arguably this was 
common style until perhaps 
200?. Even today, this sort of 

code may still be written.
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Java API with functional constructors

N.B.: Functional constructors have been used by C++ and Java 
et al. programmers for a long time, but they are insufficient to 
avoid repetitive code and to hide the internal representation.

2.2 Internal DSL 5

t.setTarget("unlocked");
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n

That is, various objects are to be constructed and initialized with setters.
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n

The code is still littered by object construction, container manipulation,
and the repetition of source states for transitions. We will discuss below how
a more ‘fluent’ can be set up. Let us first implement the simple baseline object
model.

Illustration 2.6 (Object model with functional constructors).

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/Fsm.java

public class Fsm {
private List<State> states = new LinkedList<>();
private List<Transition> transitions = new LinkedList<>();
public List<State> getStates() { return states; }
public List<Transition> getTransitions() { return transitions; }

}

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/State.java

public class State {
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public String getStateid() { return id; }
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Basic Java object model  
including functional constructors

6 2 Story of a language

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/Fsm.java

public class Fsm {
private List<State> states = new LinkedList<>();
private List<Transition> transitions = new LinkedList<>();
public List<State> getStates() { return states; }
public List<Transition> getTransitions() { return transitions; }

}

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/State.java

public class State {
private String id;
private boolean initial;
public String getStateid() { return id; }
public void setStateid(String state) { this.id = state; }
public boolean isInitial() { return initial; }
public void setInitial(boolean initial) { this.initial = initial; }
public State() { }
public State(String id) { this.id = id; }
public State(String id, boolean initial) { this.id = id; this.initial = initial; }

}

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/Transition.java

public class Transition {
private String source;
private String event;
private String action;
private String target;
... getters and setters ...
public Transition() { }
public Transition(String source, String event, String action, String target) {

this.source = source;
this.event = event;
this.action = action;
this.target = target;

}
}

n

The fluent style of Illustration 2.4 is achieved by a few simple techniques:

Method chaining A DSL program is represented as a chain of object mu-
tations such that each step returns a suitable object on which to perform
the next step. For the simple DSL at hand, the returned object is the state
to which to add transitions. A new state is returned by the API member
state; the current state (‘this’) is returned by the API member transition. In
this manner, DSL programs can be represented as expressions instead of
statement sequences on local variables.
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Method chaining A DSL program is represented as a chain of object mu-
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It’s easy,  
but not what we want.
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4 2 Story of a language

2.2 Internal DSL style

Over the years, the Acme engineers increasingly appreciated the FSM lan-
guage. There was growing interest in developing FSMs as proper software
engineering artifacts, as opposed to simply passing down whiteboard draw-
ings from architects to developers.

All kinds of DSL implementation e�orts sparked o� within the company.
One engineer implemented FSML as an internal DSL [Fow10, VBD+13,
Erd13, Ren10]. In this manner, a machine-checked notation for FSMs was ob-
tained and the resulting setup was the starting point for providing additional
services such as simulation or interpretation, as we discuss in Section 2.3.

In an internal DSL implementation, a host language is chosen to represent
DSL programs and to implement their behavior. The illustrative implemen-
tation of the present section uses Java as the host language. The idea is that
the language concepts of the DSL are implemented in a library and the DSL
programmer is provided with an API for manipulating DSL programs. The
following example illustrates a possible API for FSM construction.

Illustration 2.4 (The turnstile FSM in internal DSL style).
Java source code org/softlang/fsml/fluent/Sample.java

Fsm turnstile =
fsm()

.addState("locked")
.addTransition("ticket", "collect", "unlocked")
.addTransition("pass", "alarm", "exception")

.addState("unlocked")
.addTransition("ticket", "eject", "unlocked")
.addTransition("pass", null, "locked")

.addState("exception")
.addTransition("ticket", "eject", "exception")
.addTransition("pass", null, "exception")
.addTransition("mute", null, "exception")
.addTransition("release", null, "locked");

n

The construction of the FSM is expressed in a relatively concise and read-
able manner. Except for the details of hosting the sample as a static field of
a class, the choice of Java as a host language does not influence much the
notation. In fact, the FSML model at hand provides a so-called fluent API
for constructing DSL programs.

Let us compare fluent style, as seen above, with a more classic approach
in the sense of using an object model with setters and getters. Thus, we may
use the term influent API.

Use of a fluent API in Java

Leveraged techniques: 
• Factory methods 
• Method chaining 
• Implicit parameters 
• Conventions (defaults)

N.B.: The current state is maintained along the way. 
The state declared first is assumed to be the initial one. 

The representation is not revealed—no constructors are used.
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Implicit parameters The API for DSL program construction may maintain
implicit parameters so that they do not need to be repeated explicitly. For
the FSM language, it is natural to group all transitions by source state
and thus, the API indeed maintains a ‘current’ state.

The fluent API is easily defined.

Illustration 2.7 (A fluent API for FSMs).

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/fluent/Fsm.java
public interface Fsm {

public Fsm addState(String state);
public Fsm addTransition(String event, String action, String target);
public String getInitial();
public ActionStatePair makeTransition(String state, String event);

}

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/fluent/ActionStatePair.java
public class ActionStatePair {

public String action;
public String state;

}

n

Illustration 2.8 (The turnstile FSM with fluent API).
Python resource languages/FSML/Python/FsmlSample.py

turnstile = Fsm() \
.addState("locked") \

.addTransition("ticket", "collect", "unlocked") \

.addTransition("pass", "alarm", "exception") \
.addState("unlocked") \

.addTransition("ticket", "eject", "unlocked") \

.addTransition("pass", None, "locked") \
.addState("exception") \

.addTransition("ticket", "eject", "exception") \

.addTransition("pass", None, "exception") \

.addTransition("mute", None, "exception") \

.addTransition("release", None, "locked")
n

The API does not just feature the members for construction, but it also
provides access to the initial state and the transitions. The following imple-
mentation of the fluent API uses a cascaded map to maintain states and
transitions.

Illustration 2.9 (Implementation of the fluent API for FSML).

Use of a fluent API in Python

Leveraged techniques: 
• Factory methods 
• Method chaining 
• Implicit parameters 
• Conventions (defaults)

N.B.: If we were using C++, Scheme, Haskell, or others for internal DSL 
implementation, additional or different techniques could or should be 

leveraged, e.g., operator overloading, macros, or templates.
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.addTransition("ticket", "eject", "unlocked") \

.addTransition("pass", None, "locked") \
.addState("exception") \

.addTransition("ticket", "eject", "exception") \

.addTransition("pass", None, "exception") \

.addTransition("mute", None, "exception") \

.addTransition("release", None, "locked")
n

The construction of the FSM is expressed in a relatively concise and readable
manner. The choice of Java or Python as a host language does not influence much
the notation. The fluent API style is achieved by a few simple techniques:

Factory methods Rather than invoking regular constructors, any sort of DSL pro-
gram fragment is constructed by appropriate factory methods. In this manner, we
effectively abstract from the low-level representation of DSL programs. Also,
the DSL concepts map more systematically to API members and the verbosity of
constructor invocation is avoided.

Method chaining A DSL program is represented as a chain of object mutations
such that each step returns a suitable object on which to perform the next step.
For the simple DSL at hand, the returned object is the FSM or the state to which to
add transitions. In this manner, DSL programs can be represented as expressions
instead of statement sequences on local variables.

Implicit parameters The API for DSL program construction may maintain im-
plicit parameters so that they do not need to be repeated explicitly. For FSML, it
is natural to group all transitions by source state and thus, the API indeed main-
tains a ‘current’ state.

Conventions (defaults) Some details may be omitted by the programmer, if rea-
sonable defaults can be assumed, subject to conventions. For FSML, it makes
sense to assume that the first state is the initial state and thus, the flag ‘initial’ can
be omitted universally.

Let us first approach the fluent API in Java.

Illustration 2.9 (A fluent Java API for FSMs).

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/fluent/Fsm.java

public interface Fsm {
public Fsm addState(String state);
public Fsm addTransition(String event, String action, String target);
public String getInitial();
public ActionStatePair makeTransition(String state, String event);

}

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/fluent/ActionStatePair.java

Definition of fluent API in Java

2.2 Internal DSL style 7

Implicit parameters The API for DSL program construction may maintain
implicit parameters so that they do not need to be repeated explicitly. For
the FSM language, it is natural to group all transitions by source state
and thus, the API indeed maintains a ‘current’ state.

The fluent API is easily defined.

Illustration 2.7 (A fluent API for the construction of FSMs).

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/fluent/Fsm.java

public interface Fsm {
public Fsm state(String state);
public Fsm transition(String event, String action, String target);
public String getInitial();
public ActionStatePair makeTransition(String state, String event);

}

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/fluent/ActionStatePair.java

public class ActionStatePair {
public String action;
public String state;

}

n

The API does not just feature the members for construction, but it also
provides access to the initial state and the transitions. The following imple-
mentation of the fluent API uses a cascaded map to maintain states and
transitions.

Illustration 2.8 (Implementation of the fluent API for FSML).
Java source code org/softlang/fsml/fluent/FsmImpl.java

public class FsmImpl implements Fsm {
private String initial; // the initial state
private String state; // the "current" state
// A cascaded map for maintaining states and transitions
private HashMap<String, HashMap<String, ActionStatePair>> fsm =

new HashMap<>();
private FsmImpl() { }
// Construct FSM
public static Fsm fsm() { return new FsmImpl(); }
// Add state
public Fsm state(String state) {

// First state is initial state
if (initial == null) initial = state;
// Remember state for subsequent transitions
this.state = state;
if (fsm.containsKey(state)) throw new FsmlException();

N.B.: This interface does not expose the internal representation. 
The interface does not just cover fluent construction; 

it also covers ‘observation’ of the opaque representation.

Interface

Helper type
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public String getInitial();
public ActionStatePair makeTransition(String state, String event);

}

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/fluent/ActionStatePair.java

// Helper class for "makeTransition"
public class ActionStatePair {

public String action;
public String state;

}

n

The API does not just feature members for construction, but it also pro-
vides access to the initial state and the transitions, thereby preparing for an
e�ective model of the behavior of FSMs, as discussed below. The following
implementation of the fluent API uses a cascaded map to maintain states
and transitions.

Illustration 2.10 (Fluent API implementation for FSML in Java).
Java source code org/softlang/fsml/fluent/FsmImpl.java

public class FsmImpl implements Fsm {
private String initial; // the initial state
private String current; // the "current" state
// A cascaded map for maintaining states and transitions
private HashMap<String, HashMap<String, ActionStatePair>> fsm =

new HashMap<>();
private FsmImpl() { }
// Construct FSM object
public static Fsm fsm() { return new FsmImpl(); }
// Add state and set it as current state
public Fsm addState(String id) {

// First state is initial state
if (initial == null) initial = id;
// Remember state for subsequent transitions
this.current = id;
if (fsm.containsKey(id)) throw new FsmlDistinctIdsException();
fsm.put(id, new HashMap<String, ActionStatePair>());
return this;

}
// Add transition for current state
public Fsm addTransition(String event, String action, String target) {

if (fsm.get(current).containsKey(event)) throw new FsmlDeterministismException();
ActionStatePair pair = new ActionStatePair();
pair.action = action;
pair.state = target;
fsm.get(current).put(event, pair);
return this;

}
// Getter for initial state

…
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public String getInitial();
public ActionStatePair makeTransition(String state, String event);

}

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/fluent/ActionStatePair.java

// Helper class for "makeTransition"
public class ActionStatePair {

public String action;
public String state;

}

n

The API does not just feature members for construction, but it also pro-
vides access to the initial state and the transitions, thereby preparing for an
e�ective model of the behavior of FSMs, as discussed below. The following
implementation of the fluent API uses a cascaded map to maintain states
and transitions.

Illustration 2.10 (Fluent API implementation for FSML in Java).
Java source code org/softlang/fsml/fluent/FsmImpl.java

public class FsmImpl implements Fsm {
private String initial; // the initial state
private String current; // the "current" state
// A cascaded map for maintaining states and transitions
private HashMap<String, HashMap<String, ActionStatePair>> fsm =

new HashMap<>();
private FsmImpl() { }
// Construct FSM object
public static Fsm fsm() { return new FsmImpl(); }
// Add state and set it as current state
public Fsm addState(String id) {

// First state is initial state
if (initial == null) initial = id;
// Remember state for subsequent transitions
this.current = id;
if (fsm.containsKey(id)) throw new FsmlDistinctIdsException();
fsm.put(id, new HashMap<String, ActionStatePair>());
return this;

}
// Add transition for current state
public Fsm addTransition(String event, String action, String target) {

if (fsm.get(current).containsKey(event)) throw new FsmlDeterministismException();
ActionStatePair pair = new ActionStatePair();
pair.action = action;
pair.state = target;
fsm.get(current).put(event, pair);
return this;

}
// Getter for initial state

2.2 Internal DSL 9

public String getInitial() {
return initial;

}
// Make transition
public ActionStatePair makeTransition(String state, String event) {

if (!fsm.containsKey(state)) throw new FsmlResolutionException();
if (!fsm.get(state).containsKey(event)) throw new FsmlInfeasibleEventException();
return fsm.get(state).get(event);

}
}

n

Please note that the implementation makes the assumption that the first
state corresponds to the initial state. Also, when adding a transition, the most
recently added state (current) serves as the source state. The implementation
also shields against some programming errors when describing an FSM. That
is, addState throws if the given state id has been added before. Also, addTransition
throws if the given event occurred already in a transition for the current state.
In this manner deterministic FSMs are enforced. We discuss well-formedness
constraints for FSM in more detail below (Section 2.2.4).

Here is also an API implementation with Python as the host language.

Illustration 2.11 (Fluent API implementation for FSML in Python).
Python resource languages/FSML/Python/FsmlModel.py

class Fsm():
def __init__(self):

self.fsm = defaultdict(list)
self.current = None

def addState(self, id):
return self.addStateNoDefault(self.current is None, id)

def addStateNoDefault(self, initial, id):
if id in self.fsm[id]: raise FsmlDistinctIdsException;
self.stateObject = dict()
self.stateObject[�transitions�] = defaultdict(list)
self.stateObject[�initial�] = initial
self.fsm[id] += [self.stateObject]
self.current = id
return self

def addTransition(self, event, action, target):
if event in self.stateObject[�transitions�]: raise FsmlDeterminismException;
self.stateObject[�transitions�][event] += \

[(action, self.current if target is None else target)]
return self

n

When comparing the Python implementation with the earlier Java imple-
mentation, we note that the Python class does not feature members for ‘ob-
servation’; remember methods getInitial and makeTransition in Illustration 2.10.
This is an element of choice; we assume here that the programmer can simply
access the dictionary-based representation of FSMs in the case of Python.
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A JUnit test case for simulation

N.B.: This is how a Java programmer (a DSL user) would 
document a use case of a specific FSM (and validate intuitions).
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Java source code org/softlang/fsml/fluent/FsmlInterpreter.java

public class FsmlInterpreter {
public static String[] run(Fsm fsm, String[] input) {

ArrayList<String> output = new ArrayList<>();
String state = fsm.getInitial();
for (String event : input) {

ActionStatePair pair = fsm.makeTransition(state, event);
if (pair.action != null) output.add(pair.action);
state = pair.state;

}
return output.toArray(new String[output.size()]);

}
}

n

That is, we leverage the fluent API for interpretation. The run method
takes a sequence of events as input (i.e., as a method argument) and returns
a sequence of actions as output (i.e., as the method result). The DSL im-
plementation is su�cient indeed to simulate that a given input leads to an
expected output. Acme engineers may set up corresponding unit tests like the
following one.

Illustration 2.12 (Test case for simulation of turnstile execution).
Java source code org/softlang/fsml/tests/FluentTest.java

public class FluentTest {

private static final String[] input =
{"ticket", "ticket", "pass", "pass", "ticket", "mute", "release"};

private static final String[] output =
{"collect", "eject", "alarm", "eject"};

@Test
public void runSample() {

assertArrayEquals(output, run(Sample.turnstile, input));
}

}
n

The development of an internal DSL is summarized by a recipe.

Recipe 2.1 ((Simple) internal DSL implementation).

1. Pick one or more sample DSL ‘programs’ and represent them in the host
language. Strive for fluency by assuming API patterns like those discussed
above, e.g., method chaining.

2. Extract the fluent API from the samples.
3. Implement the fluent API.
4. Implement an interpreter for the DSL.

FSML interpreter

Sample input

Expected output
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An interpreter (a ‘simulator’) in Java

2.3 Interpretation 9

simple approach towards interpretation is useful for experimentation with
FSMs.

Illustration 2.9 (An interpreter for FSMs).
Java source code org/softlang/fsml/fluent/FsmlInterpreter.java

public class FsmlInterpreter {
public static String[] run(Fsm fsm, String[] input) {

ArrayList<String> output = new ArrayList<>();
String state = fsm.getInitial();
for (String event : input) {

ActionStatePair pair = fsm.makeTransition(state, event);
if (pair.action != null) output.add(pair.action);
state = pair.state;

}
return output.toArray(new String[output.size()]);

}
}

n

That is, we leverage the fluent API for interpretation. The run method
takes a sequence of events as input (i.e., as a method argument) and returns
a sequence of actions as output (i.e., as the method result). The DSL im-
plementation is su�cient indeed to simulate that a given input leads to an
expected output. Acme engineers may set up corresponding unit tests like the
following one.

Illustration 2.10 (Test case for simulation of turnstile execution).
Java source code org/softlang/fsml/tests/FluentTest.java

public class FluentTest {

private static final String[] input =
{"ticket", "ticket", "pass", "pass", "ticket", "mute", "release"};

private static final String[] output =
{"collect", "eject", "alarm", "eject"};

@Test
public void runSample() {

assertArrayEquals(output, run(Sample.sample, input));
}

}
n

The development of an internal DSL is summarized by a recipe.

Recipe 2.1 ((Simple) internal DSL implementation).

N.B.: The interpreter essentially models the dynamic semantics of 
FSML. This is a non-interactive interpreter. In practice, an 

interactive DSL implementation may be required.
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public String getInitial() {
return initial;

}
// Make transition
public ActionStatePair makeTransition(String state, String event) {

if (!fsm.containsKey(state)) throw new FsmlResolutionException();
if (!fsm.get(state).containsKey(event)) throw new FsmlInfeasibleEventException();
return fsm.get(state).get(event);

}
}

n

Please note that the implementation makes the assumption that the first
state corresponds to the initial state. Also, when adding a transition, the most
recently added state (current) serves as the source state. The implementation
also shields against some programming errors when describing an FSM. That
is, addState throws if the given state id has been added before. Also, addTransition
throws if the given event occurred already in a transition for the current state.
In this manner deterministic FSMs are enforced. We discuss well-formedness
constraints for FSM in more detail below (Section 2.2.4).

Here is also an API implementation with Python as the host language.

Illustration 2.11 (Fluent API implementation for FSML in Python).
Python resource languages/FSML/Python/FsmlModel.py

class Fsm():
def __init__(self):

self.fsm = defaultdict(list)
self.current = None

def addState(self, id):
return self.addStateNoDefault(self.current is None, id)

def addStateNoDefault(self, initial, id):
if id in self.fsm[id]: raise FsmlDistinctIdsException;
self.stateObject = dict()
self.stateObject[�transitions�] = defaultdict(list)
self.stateObject[�initial�] = initial
self.fsm[id] += [self.stateObject]
self.current = id
return self

def addTransition(self, event, action, target):
if event in self.stateObject[�transitions�]: raise FsmlDeterminismException;
self.stateObject[�transitions�][event] += \

[(action, self.current if target is None else target)]
return self

n

When comparing the Python implementation with the earlier Java imple-
mentation, we note that the Python class does not feature members for ‘ob-
servation’; remember methods getInitial and makeTransition in Illustration 2.10.
This is an element of choice; we assume here that the programmer can simply
access the dictionary-based representation of FSMs in the case of Python.

Implementation of fluent API in Python

N.B.: no high-level API is 
provided for ‘observation’; 
one would access the 
dictionary directly. 
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An interpreter (a ‘simulator’) in Python

N.B.: When compared to the Java-based interpreter, we access 
directly the presentation.

2.2 Internal DSL 11

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/fluent/FsmlInterpreter.java

public class FsmlInterpreter {
public static String[] run(Fsm fsm, String[] input) {

ArrayList<String> output = new ArrayList<>();
String state = fsm.getInitial();
for (String event : input) {

ActionStatePair pair = fsm.makeTransition(state, event);
if (pair.action != null) output.add(pair.action);
state = pair.state;

}
return output.toArray(new String[output.size()]);

}
}

n

Illustration 2.14 (An interpreter for FSML hosted by Python).
Python resource languages/FSML/Python/FsmlInterpreter.py

def run(fsm, input):
# Determine initial state
for id, [decl] in fsm.iteritems():

if decl["initial"]:
current = decl
break

# Consume input; produce output
output = []
while input:

event = input.pop(0)
if event not in current["transitions"]: raise FsmlInfeasibleEventException
else:

[(action, target)] = current["transitions"][event]
if action is not None: output.append(action)
if target not in fsm: raise FsmlResolutionException
[current] = fsm[target]

return output
n

That is, in the Java implementation, the semantics of an FSM is essentially
modeled by the API members getInitial and makeTransition so that it just re-
mains to loop over the input and accumulate the output. By contrast, in the
Python implementation, due to missing members for observation, we access
the underlying data structure; this also entails an extra loop, for example, to
identify the initial state.

2.2.4 Well-formedness
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✓ Syntax (fluent API for internal DSL) 

✓ (Dynamic) semantics (e.g., by means on an interpreter) 

- Well-formedness / -typedness (aka static semantics)

‘Minimum’ DSL implementation

N.B.: Just like the interpreter, we implement a ‘well-formedness 
checker’ as functionality on top of (the API for) the internal DSL 

representation. (We could use a constraint language such as OCL.)
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Recipe 2.1 ((Simple) internal DSL implementation).

1. Pick one or more sample DSL ‘programs’ and represent them in the host
language. Strive for fluency by assuming API patterns like those discussed
above, e.g., method chaining.

2. Extract the fluent API from the samples.
3. Implement the fluent API.
4. Implement an interpreter for the DSL.

a. Identify interpretation arguments in addition to the DSL ‘program’. In
the FSM example, the interpreter also takes a sequence of events.

b. Identify the type of interpretation results. In the FSML example, the
result is a sequence of actions. Additionally, the interpreter could also
expose intermediate states encountered along the transitions.

c. Define the interpreter by case discrimination on the syntactic con-
structs. The interpretation of compound constructs (e.g., expressions—
none are present in FSML) commences recursively.

5. Set up test cases for the interpreter that demonstrate regular completion
and possibly irregular completion or nontermination.

n

2.2.4 Well-formedness

Illustration 2.13 (An FSM with a missing state declaration).
Python resource languages/FSML/Python/FsmlResolutionNotOk.py

resolutionNotOk = \
Fsm() \

.addState("stateA") \
.addTransition("eventI", "actionI", "stateB") \
.addTransition("eventII", "actionII", "stateC") \

.addState("stateB")
n

???
The grammar rules for FSML, by themselves, do not capture all constraints

that the description of an FSM should meet. Clearly, it is important that
language users at Acme have a good understanding of additional constraints
so that they use the language correctly.

Let us consider constraints concerned with what is usually referred to as
well-formedness. In particular, each target state mentioned in a transition
of a FSM should also be declared by the FSM. Here is a complete list of
constraints; we assign names to the constraints for later reference:

Well-formedness of FSMs

N.B.: This sample violates 
resolvableTargetStates.
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2.6 Well-formedness

The grammar rules for FSML, by themselves, do not capture all constraints
that the description of an FSM should meet. Clearly, it is important that
language users at Acme have a good understanding of additional constraints
so that they use the language correctly.

Let us consider constraints concerned with what is usually referred to as
well-formedness. In particular, each target state mentioned in a transition
of a FSM should also be declared by the FSM. Here is a complete list of
constraints; we assign names to the constraints for later reference:

distinctStateIds The state ids of the state declarations must be distinct.
singleInitialState An FSM must have exactly one initial state.
deterministicTransitions The events must be distinct per state.
resolvableTargetStates The target state of each transition must be declared.
reachableStates All states must be reachable from the initial state.

There are two complementary techniques for capturing constraints. Firstly,
an illustrative example may be designed for each constraint so that violation
of the constraint is exercised; these may again be referred to as negative
test cases in the sense of software testing. Secondly, the constraints may be
implemented as proper predicates so that a check for constraint satisfaction
can be performed.

The illustrative examples for the constraints follow.

Illustration 2.22 (An FSM with a missing initial state).
FSML resource languages/FSML/tests/initialNotOk1.fsml

state stateA {
eventI/actionI ≠> stateB;

}
state stateB {

eventII/actionII ≠> stateA;
}

n

Illustration 2.23 (An FSM with two initial states).
FSML resource languages/FSML/tests/initialNotOk2.fsml

initial state stateA {
eventI/actionI ≠> stateC;

}
initial state stateB {

eventI/actionII ≠> stateC;
}
state stateC {
}

N.B.: a violated resolvableTargetStates can (should) be 
detected even before running an FSM on a specific input. 
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.addTransition("eventI", "actionI", "stateB") \

.addTransition("eventII", "actionII", "stateC") \
.addState("stateB")

n

Exercise 2.3 (Violation of constraints). [Basic level]
Construct a FSM which violates the distinctStateIds constraint. Construct another
FSM which violates the reachableStates constraint. n

FSMs exercising constraint violation can be viewed as negative test cases for the
implementation of the DSL. When implementing the fluent API (Section 2.2.2), we
already shielded against some problems related to the aforementioned constraints.
That is, the addState method throws if the given state id has been added before,
thereby addressing constraint distinctStateIds. Also, the addTransition method throws
if the given event occurred already in a transition for the current state, thereby ad-
dressing constraint deterministicTransitions.

We designate a predicate to each constraint. Arguably, some constrains can be
ruled out by the fluent API implementation along construction, as discussed above.
However, we do not assume here that all DSL samples are constructed by the fluent
API. For instance, DSL samples may also be represented in interchange formats,
thereby enabling, for example, serialization.

Illustration 2.16 (Constraint checking for FSMs).

Python module FsmlConstraints

def ok(fsm):
for fun in [

distinctStateIds,
singleInitialState,
deterministicTransitions,
resolvableTargetStates,
reachableStates ] : fun(fsm)

def distinctStateIds(fsm):
for state, decls in fsm.iteritems():

if not len(decls) == 1: raise FsmlDistinctIdsException()

def singleInitialState(fsm):
initials = [initial for initial, [decl] in fsm.iteritems() if decl["initial"]]
if not len(initials) == 1: raise FsmlSingleInitialException()

def deterministicTransitions(fsm):
for state, [decl] in fsm.iteritems():

for event, transitions in decl["transitions"].iteritems():
if not len(transitions) == 1: raise FsmlDeterminismException()

def resolvableTargetStates(fsm):
for _, [decl] in fsm.iteritems():

for _, transitions in decl["transitions"].iteritems():

Python-based well-formedness checker
N.B.: Violations of distinctStateIds 

and deterministicTransitions can be 
detected during construction, but 
we may need explicit checks if we 
also accommodate ‘serialization’.

…
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.addTransition("eventI", "actionI", "stateB") \

.addTransition("eventII", "actionII", "stateC") \
.addState("stateB")

n

Exercise 2.3 (Violation of constraints). [Basic level]
Construct a FSM which violates the distinctStateIds constraint. Construct another
FSM which violates the reachableStates constraint. n

FSMs exercising constraint violation can be viewed as negative test cases for the
implementation of the DSL. When implementing the fluent API (Section 2.2.2), we
already shielded against some problems related to the aforementioned constraints.
That is, the addState method throws if the given state id has been added before,
thereby addressing constraint distinctStateIds. Also, the addTransition method throws
if the given event occurred already in a transition for the current state, thereby ad-
dressing constraint deterministicTransitions.

We designate a predicate to each constraint. Arguably, some constrains can be
ruled out by the fluent API implementation along construction, as discussed above.
However, we do not assume here that all DSL samples are constructed by the fluent
API. For instance, DSL samples may also be represented in interchange formats,
thereby enabling, for example, serialization.

Illustration 2.16 (Constraint checking for FSMs).

Python module FsmlConstraints

def ok(fsm):
for fun in [

distinctStateIds,
singleInitialState,
deterministicTransitions,
resolvableTargetStates,
reachableStates ] : fun(fsm)

def distinctStateIds(fsm):
for state, decls in fsm.iteritems():

if not len(decls) == 1: raise FsmlDistinctIdsException()

def singleInitialState(fsm):
initials = [initial for initial, [decl] in fsm.iteritems() if decl["initial"]]
if not len(initials) == 1: raise FsmlSingleInitialException()

def deterministicTransitions(fsm):
for state, [decl] in fsm.iteritems():

for event, transitions in decl["transitions"].iteritems():
if not len(transitions) == 1: raise FsmlDeterminismException()

def resolvableTargetStates(fsm):
for _, [decl] in fsm.iteritems():

for _, transitions in decl["transitions"].iteritems():
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for (_, target) in transitions:
if not target in fsm: raise FsmlResolutionException()

def reachableStates(fsm):
for initial, [decl] in fsm.iteritems():

if decl["initial"]:
reachables = set([initial])
chaseStates(initial, fsm, reachables)

if not reachables == set(fsm.keys()): raise FsmlReachabilityException()

# Helper for recursive closure of reachable states
def chaseStates(source, fsm, states): ...

n

Recipe 2.3 (Development of a constraint checker).

1. Dedicate an exception to each kind of constraint violation, thereby facilitating
error reporting and exception handling.

2. Implement each constraint in a separate abstraction (function), thereby support-
ing modularity and testing.

3. For each constraints, author a DSL example which violates the constraint, but no
other constraints.

4. Integrate the aforementioned DSL examples as negative test cases into an overall
testsuite for the language implementation.

n

We mention in passing that additional constraints apply, when considering all
arguments for interpretation. In the case of FSML, we should require that the events
in the input can always be handled in the corresponding transition. This sort of
problem is caught by the interpreter.

2.3 External DSL

The developers at Acme were happy with the internal DSL implementation, as it
helped them to experiment with FSMs in a familiar programming language. How-
ever, the programming-language notation implied a communication barrier between
developers and other stakeholders who could or would not want to discuss matters
in terms of programs.

An Acme developer with competence in language implementation therefore pro-
posed a concise and machine-checkable domain-specific textual syntax for FSMs
that could be used by everyone involved.

Illustration 2.17 (Turnstile FSM in textual syntax).

FSML resource languages/FSML/sample.fsml
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Online resources
YAS’ GitHub repository contains all code. 

YAS (Yet Another SLR (Software Language Repository)) 
http://www.softlang.org/yas 

See here specifically:  
https://github.com/softlang/yas/tree/master/languages/FSML 

Subdirectories Java and Python

The Software Languages Book 
http://www.softlang.org/book 

The topic is covered in Chapter 2.


